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Comparing measured responses, in carefully designed simple benchmarks, with their
respective calculated values effects the validation of cross-section evaluations and libraries.
For the validation of iron cross sections that are important in water reactor pressure vessels, a
simple benchmark of a 252Cf source driven 25-cm iron sphere was designed and constructed at
the U.S. National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). Energy-leakage-spectrum
measurements at both 1 and 2 meters from the center were performed. Fission-rate-ratio
measurements at 30 cm from the center, employing the NIST back-to-back double-fission
chamber [7], were also performed. Traditionally, the NIST fission-rate-ratio measurements are
very accurate and such measurements in the 252Cf and ISNF standard neutron fields already
serve as integral responses in LEPRICON [2]. So far the only published results of
fission-rate-ratio measurements in the leakage spectrum of the NIST iron sphere are those of
the 237Np/238U ratio [3].

In this work we analyze various calculated fission rates and fission-rate ratios in the
leakage spectrum of the NIST iron sphere benchmark field employing a few modern cross
section libraries and compare the only measured value with the respective calculated values.
We also present and compare the sensitivities of the calculated fission rates and fission-rate
ratios to the s6Fe elastic- and first-level-inelastic-scattering cross sections.

The NIST iron sphere has a 252Cf source at its center, a radius of 25.35 cm, its density is
7.831 grams per cubic cm and its major constituents are 56Fe (7.078 gm/cc) and 54Fe (0.455
gm/cc). The 37Np/238U fission-rate-ratio measurements were performed at 30 cm from the
center* employing the NIST well known back-to-back double fission chambers. We calculated
the 233U, 2 5U, 238U, 237Np and 239Pu fission rates at 30 cm from the source, outside of the iron
sphere, and generated the various fission-rate ratios by taking the pertinent ratios. All
calculations were performed using the MCNP Monte Carlo transport code, employing three
modern evaluated-cross-section libraries: ENDF/B-VI [4], JENDL3.2 [5] and JEF2.2 [6]

The only reaction-rate ratio measurement performed and published to date in the NIST
iron sphere field is the 237Np/238U fission-rate ratio. The calculated values of this fission-rate
ratio, for the three libraries, are given in Table 1 alongside the respective Monte Carlo
statistical uncertainties, indicating the calculations accuracy. The same calculated ratio is also
given for the pure 252Cf field (without transport through iron). The double ratio, namely the
ratio of the fission-rate ratio calculated or measured in the iron sphere field to the respective
ratio in the pure 252Cf field, is given in the bottom row. The corresponding measured
reaction-rate ratios respectively, are 4.1953 and 18.463 and the double ratio, in which the
uncertainty is very small, is 4.4009 ( 0.0141). While the calculated values employing the
ENDF/B-VI library are close to the measured values, there is a substantial disagreement with
values calculated with the other two libraries.

Since the relative differences between the measured and the various calculated
fission-rate-ratio values in the 252Cf field are smaller than 1.5%, while the respective
differences in the NIST iron sphere are as high as 30%, it is clear that the source of the
discrepancy must lie in the transport through the iron sphere, i.e. in the S6Fe cross sections,
and not in the 237Np and 238U fission cross sections. This is clearly demonstrated in Table 2,
which presents a matrix of calculated 237Np/238U fission-rate-ratio values employing separate
different libraries for the transport in the iron sphere and for the fission rates. In each row the
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same cross-section library was used to calculate the neutron field and in each column the same
cross-section library was used for the fission rates. The diagonal values, of course, coincide
with the respective values in Table 1.

Table 1. Calculated Np/ U fission-rate ratios employing different libraries and their
respective statistical uncertainties.

(Compare to the measured double ratio of 4.4009 0.0141)

Field
252cf

Iron sphere
Iron/i:!2Cf

ENDF/B-VI
4.2331
18.583
4.390

JENDL
4.2188
15.329
3.634

JEFF
4.1707
20.000
4.795

Stat. Unc.
0.0003
0.0024
0.0024

Table 2. Calculated 237Np/238U fission-rate ratios employing different libraries.
In each row the same cross-section library was used to calculate the neutron

field and in each column the same library was used for the fission rates.

ENDF/B-VI
JENDL
JEFF

ENDF/B-VI
18.583
14.853
20.027

JENDL
18.841
15.329
20.206

JEFF
18.561
14.802
20.000
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Figure 1. The relative sensitivities of the 237Np/23SU fission-rate ratio, at 30 cm from the
center of the NIST iron sphere, to the Fe elastic- and first-level-inelastic-scattering cross

sections
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It can be seen that the response is quite sensitive to the s6Fe cross sections and therefore we
calculated, with our modified MCNP code [7], the sensitivities of the 237Np/238U fission-rate
ratio, at 30 cm from the center of the NIST iron sphere, to the 56Fe elastic- and
first-level-inelastic-scattering cross sections. These relative sensitivities are depicted in Figure
1. Since both numerator and denominator cross-sections have threshold energies, from this
measurement we can not obtain any information on lower energies. Had one of the foils been
a non-threshold reaction, i.e., 233U, 235U or 239Pu fission, then the response would have also
been sensitive to lower-energy cross sections.

Although the238U/235U fission-rate ratio has not been measured in the NIST iron sphere, it
is of interest to analyze it more carefully. The relative sensitivities of the 238U/235U fission-rate
ratio, at 30 cm from the center of the NIST iron sphere, to the 56Fe elastic- and
first-level-inelastic scattering cross sections are depicted in Figure 2. The respective
maximum and minimum of the sensitivities to the elastic- and to the first level
inelastic-scattering cross sections at the energy slightly lower than 1 MeV are due to the 56Fe
first level inelastic-scattering threshold and were elaborated on in Ref. [8]. These extrema
values reflect the fact that the 238U fission-threshold energy is higher than the energy of the
56Fe first excited level and that the thermal-fission cross-section of 235U has a much higher
value than the fission cross section at about 1 MeV. The calculated double fission-rate ratios
with the different libraries are shown in Table 3. Again it is obvious that the big differences
between the diagonal values are mainly due to the 56Fe cross sections. The values change only
very mildly on the same row, i.e., different fission cross sections but same 56Fe cross sections.
The relative difference between the JENDL and ENDF/B-VI calculated values, in this case, is
much more pronounced than in the case of 237Np/238U that was actually measured, and is even
more pronounced for the 237Np/23:>U ratio. The later ratio can be easily obtained by taking the
ratio of the two cases presented here and is the preferred one for cross section validation.

Table 3. Calculated 238U/235U double fission-rate ratios employing different libraries.
In each row the same cross-section library was used to calculate the neutron

field and in each column the same library was used for the fission rates.

ENDF/B-VI
JENDL
JEFF

ENDF/B-VI
0.0715
0.0422
0.0758

JENDL
0.0724
0.0430
0.0768

JEFF
0.0715
0.0422
0.0758

The 237Np/238U fission-rate-ratio values calculated in the NIST iron sphere show that the
JENDL value is smaller than the ENDF/B-VI by close to 20% and the JEFF value is higher
than the ENDF/B-VI value by over 7%. Since the double ratio was determined to a very high
accuracy, due to the cancellation of most of the uncertainty contributions, it is clear that there
must be a problem with the JENDL iron cross sections. A careful check indicates that indeed
the evaluators of JENDL decided to include explicitly resolved resonances only up to 0.250
MeV while the other two libraries have resolved resonances up to 0.850 MeV. As to the JEFF
cross sections, although the double fission ratio is over calculated, compared to the measured
value, by close to 10% this is still consistent with the typical propagated uncertainty due to the
237Np-fission cross section. However, examining the calculated values of the 238U/235U
double-fission-rate ratios, one can come to the conclusion that the JEFF and ENDF/B-VI iron
cross sections are not consistent with each other. The only measured value, the 237Np/238U
double fission-rate-ratio, is consistent with the corresponding ENDF/B-VI calculated value.
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Figure 2. The relative sensitivities of the "3SU/235Ufission-rate ratio, at 30 cm from the
center of the NIST iron sphere, to the
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